
What Children do when emergency happens 

 

（１）Big earthquake 

Children’s situation when 

earthquake happens 

at home 

(before 

going to 

school) 

During the class On their way to school / home 

What children have to do? 

School 

is 

closed 

Children are taken over to 

their parents immediately 

Children who use the school bus: 

Bus stops its operation. 

Children are taken over to 

their parentsＳＢ 

Children who go to school by their own:  

They go to the nearest Hinan-zyo. 

 (evacuation place ) 

 

（２）If there is any official information about Nankai-Traff Earthquake 

Name of the information 

at home 

(before 

going to 

school) 

During the class On their way to school / home 

Temporary information 

about Nankai-Traff 

earthquake  

School 

is 

closed 

Children are taken over to 

their parents immediately 

Children who use the school bus: 

Bus runs as usual ＳＢ 

Children who go to school by their own: 

They go to school as usual. Teachers tell 

about the earthquake information to 

parents.  

 

While the information is 

continuing  
School is closed  

※1 The school bus staffs stop the bus at safe place. Then they tell the situation to the school.  

Teachers will tell the situation to the parents and ask them to pick up their children.    

※2 Contact to the parents and ask them to pick up their children.                              

If it’s necessary, teachers walk commuting routes by themselves and confirm the safety.    

Public transportation will stop their operation, so teachers go to stations or bus stops, in order to confirm children’s safety. 

 



 

（３）If any alerts of strong wind, liver flood, heavy rain are announced at Kakegawa area and they are at Keikai level(very dangerous level).  

The name of information The alert level What children do, as for evacuation If children are at home If children are at school 

Chuui-hou 

(Attention 

alert) 

Heavy rain 

２ Confirm how to evacuate 
Normal classes  

・We think what children will do, according to the rain or liver 

conditions.  

・Parents considering children’s safety, they can stay at 

home(study at home). In that case, parents should inform it to 

the school. 

Liver 

flooding 

Strong wind 

Kei-hou 

(alert) 

Heavy rain 

３ 

Evacuate 

(people who require time to evacuate, 

such as elderly, handicapped people, 

small children)  

Liver 

flooding 

Kei-hou 

(alert) 

Strong wind 

４ Everyone evacuates to safe place 

If alert is continued at 6 a.m. 

→School is closed 

Wait at school or take over to 

parents 

The danger 

of liver 

flooding or 

landslide 

Tokubetsu-

Kei-hou 

(special 

alert) 

Heavy rain 

Strong wind 
５ 

Disaster has already occurred. Everyone 

consider their life first and take 

actions. 

 ◎If the alert level is 3 or bigger, and there is a danger of landslide or liver flooding, parents consider their children’s safety first 

and take actions by their own decision.  

 

（４）If blackout (electricity is out of order) happens 

   School will be closed and children stay at home, until the school recovers its electricity supply. 

                      

（５）If J-alert is announced  

    If J-alert is announced, children take evacuative actions or wait at school. 


